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The current study focuse d on acq ui sition of If-co nditionals by L2 learners of Engli sh
with two different nat ive tongues, Span ish and Korean, and with two di ffe rent
profi ciency leve ls, high and low. An experiment with two subparts, each focusing on
production and comprehension respecti vely, was performed in order to ex plore
which facto r among input freq uencies, grammatical complexities and L I influence
best explains the acquisition of If-co nditionals by L2 learners. The results from both
production and comprehension data suggest that ff-co nditionals with lower
hypotheticality are acquired before tha n those with higher hypothetica li ty by L2
learners, just as they are by children learning their L I, and hierarchies of input
frequenc ies best explain the acqui sition order of If-conditionals. At this point, it is
not possible to di stinguish between influences of input freq uencies and typo logica l
uni versals, as they coincide. One thing for sure is that both L I and L2 acquisitions
seem to be influenced by them, suggesting the un iversality of language acqu isiti on.
Influence of instruction, on the other hand, was also fo und, espec iall y in the
production data of the higher-level L2 learners . Even though there were no
differences in the acquisition order of Ifco ndi tio nals between the two gro ups of
learners with diffe rent L I backgrounds, the influence of L I was also fou nd in the
analys is of non-target forms produced by learner pal1 icipants.
Key words: English, Spanish, Korean, conditionals, hypotheticali ry, in put frequency,

grammatical complexity

I. INTRODUCTION
English conditionals, involving use of subjunctive mood, have been thought of as one
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of the most difficult grammatica l features to acquire for L2 learners (Celce-Murcia &
Larsen-Freeman, 1999; Kang, 2007) as well as Ll speakers (Rei lly, 1986). A number of
studies provide evidence supporting the difficulties which L2 learners face when learning
conditionals (Berent, 1985; Chou, 2000; flmg, Yang & Yu, 2005; Kim, 2007; Park, 2010).
However, except for some studies (Berent, 1985; Chou, 2000; Kang, 2007), many of these
did not discuss why language learners experience such difficu lty.
As will be shown in detail in the Research Background section, the findings of previous
studies are not consistent and need clarification. First of all, it is still not clear as to why
certain types of English conditionals are more difficult to acquire than others and, as a
result, acquired later than others. For example, grammatical complexities, which were
frequently cited as an important factor, were not fOlmd to influence the acquisition order in
Chou 's study (2000). Second, the difficulty order of different types of English

If

conditionals in production and comprehension differed across different studies. That is, one
type is more difficult than others in one study, while the same type is less difficult than
others in another. Finally, participants in these studies are either those with various L I
backgrounds (Berent, 1985) or those with the same L 1 (Chou, 2000; lung et aI. , 2005; Kim,
2007; Seo, 2009). It is believed that studies comparing data from the speakers of a
controll ed number of languages are in need so as to shed light on the influence of Ll on the
acqui siti on of conditi onals more clearl y, as Berent (1985) suggested.
The current study compares influences of the various factors that have been thought of
as important for L2 acqui sition, i.e. input frequencies , grammatical complexities and Ll ,
on the acqui sition of Ifconditionals. It employs an experiment with two subparts, each
focusing on production and comprehension respectively. I believe it is a meaningful effort
as the influence of these factors has not been exam ined and compared in a single study. [n
addition, by employing learners with two different L1 backgrounds, the study is expected
to show clearly whether and how the learners' L 1 influence the acquisition order of

If

conditionals.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
1. Conditionals
In logic, conditionals are defined as "a relation between the two propOSitIOns, the
protasis (P) and the apodosis (q)" (Comrie, 1986, p.78). They are used to express the causeand-effect, or condition-and-outcome relationship of the two events, which are described in
bi-clause structure consisting of an antecedent and a consequent clause. In the case of
English, a typica l conditional construction is If p, (then) q. The Ifclause is the antecedent
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and the then-clause is the consequent.

If p

then q means that both p and q are true, both p

and q are fa lse, or p is false and q is true. It does not include the case where p is true and q
is false.
However, a truth-functional analysis of If-conditionals such as above is highly cOLmterintuitive and inadequate from the point of view of natural language (Wierzbicka, 1997).
Defining conditionals as a linguistic term is not an easy task, either. Johnson-Laird (1986)
provided a si mpl e answer, saying "ffis a cue to consider a possible or hypothetical state of
affairs" (p. 73). Wierzbicka ( 1997), on the other hand, argues against suggesting a
definition for the term. She argues that the concept of conditionals is a conceptual primitive,
so that it call11ot be defined using any other concepts. She also suggests that conditionals
are a universal concept which can be fOLmd in every human language.
Comrie (1986) suggests several major parameters that are applicab le when describing
conditi onals in human languages, including clause order, marking of conditionality,
degrees of hypotheticality and time reference. Among those, hypotheticality is defined as
"the degree of probability of realization of the situations referred to in the conditional and
more especially in the protasis" (Comrie, 1986, p.88). Comrie (1986) argues for
hypotheticality as a continuum. That is, different languages simp ly distinguish different
degrees of hypotheticality along a continuum with no clear-cut divisions. The choice of the
types of different conditionals is usually detennined by evaluation of the hypotheticality of
the proposition (Comrie, 1986). In English conditionals, lower hypotheticality involves use
of the indicative without any back sh ifting in tense, and greater hypotheticality involves
use of the subjunctive form and back shifting in tense. As a result, degrees of
hypotheticality (i .e. factual , possible, hypothetical and counterfactual) along with time of
events (i.e., past, present and future) are expressed by using different tenses and modals
(Chou, 2000). Conditionals with low hypotheticality maintain the three-way distinction
(past/present/future). A ltho ugh the present/future distinction is neutralized in the protasis, it
is retained in the apodosis . In conditionals with greater hypotheticali ty, however, the
present/future distinction is neutralized in both the protasis and apodosis.
Such discussion on hypotheticality and time reference leads us to the categorization of
If-conditionals. Though Comrie ( 1986) argued for a continuum of hypotheticality, the
distinction between conditionals with hjgher and lower hypotheticality 2 seems to be
maintai ned in practice. It is especially so in the case of instructional materials and grammar
books. Among various categorization schemes suggested by many researchers as well as
ES L textbooks, the most frequently used is a "traditional" classification system (e.g.,
Carter & McCarthy, 2006; Swan, 2005), dividing conditionals into three types, as can be
2

Conditionals with lower hypotheticality are sometimes called "simple," "open," and "real,"
whi le conditionals with higher hypotheticality are sometimes cal led " imaginati ve," "c losed," and
"u nrea l."
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seen in Table I.

TABLE 1
Traditional Classification System for If-conditionals
Types of conditiona ls

Structure
Example from Swan (2005)

Ty pe I

If + S + pres, s + wi/l + verb

Ty pe 2

If + s + past, s + would + verb

If we play tennis. /'/1 win
Ifwe played tennis, ! would win.
Type 3

If + s + past perfect, s+ would have + past participle
If we had played tennis. ! would have won

Though this "traditional" classification system has been used in many grammar books
(e.g., Carter & McCarthy, 2006 ; Swan, 2005 ) and some studies (e.g., Berent, 1985),
different and usually more complicated ways to categorize the conditionals have also been
introduced by many researchers (e.g., Athanasiadou & Dirven, 1997; Bailey, 1989; CelceMurcia & Larsen-Freeman, 1999; Palmer, 1986). Furthermore, there are also corpus
studies suggesting that there are more types of conditionals in real life data that carmot be
classified into one of the three traditional types (e.g., Fulcher, 1991 ; Hwang, 1979). Based
on these studies, the present study focused on five different types of If-conditiona ls, as
introduced in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Types of If-conditionals
Name

A tt itude

to

the

Time of

Structure

likelihood

events

Present Generi c (PG)

Factual

Present

If + S + pres, S + pres.

Future Pred ictive (FP)

C lose to factua I

Future

If + S + pres, S + will/be going to/
should/must/can/may v.

Prese nt Co unte rfac tua I (PC) Co unterfactual

Present

If + S + past/were/were to v. , S +
lVould/mighl/could v.

Past Co unte rfac tual (PPC)

Counterfactua l

Past

Mi xed-T ime Reference

Co unterfact ua l

Mi xed

{f+ S + past perfect, S +
lVould/could/ mighr have pp

(M TR)

If + S + past perfect, S +
lVouldlcould/ mighl v.

I started with the three traditional types and added two more. First, the Present Generic
(PG) type was added as many instances of this type were found in the corpus studies
(Fulcher, 199 1; Hwang, 1979). Furthermore, the type was regarded as important enough to
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be included as a separate category called CoW"se of Events conditionals in Athanasiadou
and Dirven (1997). Therefore, it seemed worthwhile to explore how the type is acquired by
L2 learners compared to other types. Furthermore, the Mixed-Time Reference (MTR) type
counterfactual conditionals were included. In every other type of If-conditionals to be
exp lored in this study, the grammatical tenses used are the same between the protasis and
apodosis. Therefore, it was decided to include the Mixed-Time Reference (MTR) type in
order to explore whether the mixed use of tense affects L2 learners ' acquisition of

if

conditionals. It should be noted that the types to be explored in the study are not supposed
to be exhaustive, as too many different types of conditionaJs are found in the natural data
(e.g., Fulcher, 1991; Hwang, 1979) to be explored effectively in one study. Rather, they
were chosen as representing major types of If-conditionals to be acquired by L2 learners.

2. Acquisition of Conditionals : L 1 Studies
Many studies on L 1 acquisition of conditionals show that conditional sentences emerge
late in the course of development in children's speech, usually in the second half of the
third year of life (Bowerman, 1986; Reilly, 1986). In both Bowerman (1986) and Reilly
(1986), the type of conditional which first appeared was Future Predictive (FP). The
"generic type," i.e. , Present Generic (PG) type in this study, also appeared fairly early,
around the third year, while counterfactuals appeared very late. In relation to the early
appearance of Future Predictive (FP) type conditionals, Bowerman (1986) suggested a
"possible link between universal grammar and children's linguistic predispositions" (p.
299). That is, if we pictW"e a continuum of hypotheticality with conditionals with high
hypotheticality such as counterfactuals on the one end and those with lower hypotheticality
such as 'given that' clause on the other, there exjst cross-linguistic differences in how
conditional constructions in different languages partition this continuum (Bowerman,
1986). However, they share the middle portion of this continuum, whjch should be the
most basic type of conditional in the world 's languages. Comrie (1986) also argues that
conditionals with low hypotheticality and fi.lture time reference are one of the two most
3
basic types of conditionals. Bowern1an (1986) suggests that children are predisposed

toward learning the most basic type that is central to conditional semantics in the world's
languages.
More stud ies showed the difficulty which children acquiring their L1 experience while
learning counterfactual conditionals. Crutchley (2004), fo r example, explored the
acquisition of past counterfactual (PPC) constructions, such as If she had shut the door, the
Comrie (1986) suggested that the commonest type of cond itionals "seem to be those of low
hypotheticality with fUlLlre time reference" (p. 96) i.e. , the FP type, and "those of high
hypotheticality with past time reference," (p. 96) i.e., the PC type.
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rabbit wouldn 't have escaped, by 6- to ll-year-old children using two elicitation tas ks. It
was fo und that they started using the target structure as early as 6 and the number of
children producing targets gradually increased as they aged. However, even some Il -yearold chi ldren produced structures other than the target, suggesting that contro l of the target
structure is still not comp lete ly established by age I I.
From the results of these studies, it can be said that If-conditi onals are difficu lt even for
children learning their L l. The fi rst type acquired is the Future Predictive (FP) type
foll owed by the Present Generic (PG) type denoting habitual relationshjp and the Present
COlmterfactual (PC) type with higher hypotheticality . The Past Counterfactual (PPC) type
seems to be very difficult fo r chil dren to produce and comprehend.

3. Acquisition of Conditiona ls: L2 Studies
A lthough express ing conditioning is universal (Comrie, 1986), Engli sh conditionals
have been thought of as one of the 1110st difficult structures to acquire fo r L2 learners. The
studies related to L2 acq ui sition of conditi onals can be divided into three groups. The first
group of stud ies includes those of error analysis (Jtmg et aL, 2005 ; Kim, 2007; Seo, 2009;
Youn, 2008), while the second group includes studies on pedagogical eff0I1s related to
conditionals (Al berding, 2004; Kang, 2007; Norris, 2003). The final group includes those
focusing on acquisition orders (Berent, 1985; Chou, 2000; Salsbury, 2000).
The resu lts of the first group of studies suggest that EFL learners had more di ffi cu lty
with condi tional sentences than other types of sentences in free and controlled writing, and
they were not confide nt in using conditionals (lung et aL, 2005). The difficulty with
conditional sentences was also fo und in comprehend ing them, though at a lesser degree
(Seo, 2009). It was also found that Korean college students learn ing English made more
errors when producing and comprehending conditionals describing real situations than
conditionals describ ing unrea l situations. On the other hand, the second group of studies
acknowledges the diffic ulti es L2 learners face when learning conditionals and suggests
various ways to overcom e these difficul ties (A lberding, 2004; Kang, 2007; Non"is, 2003).
For examp le, Norris (2 003) argued that conditionals are diffi cult for L2 leam ers because of
the complex ities inherent in their fornl, meaning and tense shifts marking the
hypothetica lity and/or counterfactual ity. He also proposed a teaching model in which
cond itiona ls should be taught in relation to verbs hope and wish.
The fina l group of studies, to which the current study belongs, focuses on the acqui sition
of conditionals by L2 learners. They usually div ide the conditionals into different
categori es or types and stri ve to rank them according to the difficulties they give to L2
leam ers in order to develop acquisition orders (Berent, 1985 ; Chou, 2000; Salsbury, 2000).
The most freq uently researched fac tors possibly influencing the acquisition or difficulty
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order are grammatical complexities, which are inherent in the structure (Celce-Murcia &
Larsen-Freeman, J999; Norris, 2003). For example, Berent (J985) perfonned two
experiments to assess L2 learners ' production and comprehension of English conditional
sentences, employing participants from various L 1 backgrounds. It was found that real
conditionals were the easiest to produce but the most difficult to comprehend among the
4

three conditional types including real, unreal and past unrea1. The results were explained
based on the markedness framework: verb fonus involved in producing conditionals decide
the relative degrees of markedness in the case of production, while the notion of
"propositional uncertainty" (p.364) functions as criteria in the case of comprehension.
Therefore, real conditionals, being relatively simple in structure, are unmarked re lative to
the two unreal conditionals in the case of production and, therefore, acquired before the
others. On the other hand, real conditionals, which are more uncertain compared to the
other types, are more marked and acquired later than the two other types of conditionals.
Chou (2000), criticizing Berent (1985) for using the unclear definition of the term,
"markedness" as well as employing participants with various Ll backgrounds, focused
more on syntactic complexities of the structure as well as the influence ofthe leamers' Ll.
Based on Brown' s (1973) Cumulative Complexity principle and O'Grady's (1997)
Development Law, he predicted the acquisition order of English conditionals by Chinesespeaking L2 learners. A written cloze test embedded in a dialog was used to elicit the
production of six types of conditionals. The results fro m the experiment suggest that the
acquisition orders of English conditionals by Chinese learners cannot be predicted based
on syntactic complexity alone. In fac t, some evidence ofL 1 influences was found .
In relation to previous studies including those of Berent ( 1985) and Chou (2000), several

criticisms should be made. First of all, the participants in these studies are either those with
various L I backgrowlds (Berent, 1985) or those with the same Ll (Chou, 2000; lung et aI. ,
2005; Kim , 2007; Seo, 2009). Both seem to suggest possible improvements. First, as
Berent himself suggested, speakers of a controlled number of languages could be
employed to examine the effects of language transfer more clearly (Berent, 1985). Second,
it seems to be a bit risky to argue an acquisition order with only 36 participants with
various proficiency levels as Chou (2000) did . Third, unless we compare the data of the
speakers of two different languages leaming the same L2, we cannot be sure of the
influence of the Ll on the acquisition of English conditionals. Though Chou (2000) argues
for the existence of the Ll influence in his data, it is not clear whether the phenomenon is
shared by all L2 learners or is specific to the Chinese learner. Therefore, a study comparing
the acquisition of Engli sh conditionals by L2 leamers with two different Ll backgrounds
with different proficiency leve ls is in order.
Real, umeal, and past unreal conditionals in Berent 's study ( 1985) are the Future Predictive (F P),
Present Counterfactual (PC), and Past Co unterfactual (PPC) types in thi s study.
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Second, the difficulty order of production and comprehension of English conditionals
di ffers between various stud ies, and, therefore, is in need of clarification. In Berent ( 1985),
among the three conditionals including " real," " present umeal," and "past unreal," the real
conditionals, i.e., the Future Predictive (FP) type in this study, were fo und to be the easiest
to produce and the most diffi cult to comprehend, wh ile past unreal conditionals, i.e. the
Past Counterfactual (PPC) type in thi s study, were the most difficult to produce and the
easiest fo r learners to comprehend. Similar results were found fro m the production data of
the Jung et al. 's study (2005). However, the production data from Chou 's study (2000)
showed that the Present Counterfactua l (PC) type conditionals were acquired later than FP,
but earlier than the PPC type conditionals. Furthermore, in Seo's study (2009), the FP type
conditionals were found to be more difficult for Korean EFL learners to produce and
comprehend than the PC type conditiona ls. The contradicting results from these studies
suggest a need to clari ty the relative order of di fficul ty fo r various types of lfconditionals.
More importantly, it is not yet clear as to why certain types of Engli sh conditionals are
more di fficu lt and, therefore, acquired later, than others. While Berent ( 1985) attributed the
relative difficulty of the various conditionals L2 learners face when producing them to
gram matical comp lexities, Chou (2000) fai led to establish an acq uisition order based on
them. The current study, using participants with two different L I backgrounds, strives to
explore how and whether the three factors including input freq uencies, syntactic
complexities and Ll affect the acquisition order of Eng lish If-conditionals.
Among the three fac tors, input frequencies have been found to influence the acquisition
order of various linguistic items (e.g., Ellis, 2002b; Larsen-Freeman, 2002; Schwartz &
Causarano, 2007). Frequency Hypothesis, first advanced by Hatch and Wagner-Gough
( 1976), states that the frequency with which the linguistic items in question occur in the
input detern1ines the order of L2 acquisition . Ellis (2002a) provided a number of evidence
as to how all aspects of language processing are closely linked with input freq uencies. He
suggested that patterns are acquired through numerous language experiences, i.e. input, and
it is the acquisition of these patterns, not the abstract grammatical categories, that learners
have to master in order to be fluent in a target language.

In relati on to Eng lish conditi onals, a corpus study by Hwang ( 1979) ranks different
types of if-conditionals accordi ng to the relative frequency in her spoken and written
corpora. Table 3 is the frequency ranking based on Hwang ( 1979) for some types of
conditiona ls investigated in the current study 5

From the ranking developed by Hwang (1979), two categories of present counterfactual
cond iti onals were combi ned into one. In add iti on, the Mixed-Time Reference (MTR) type was not
included among the seven Illost frequent ly found categories.
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TABLE 3
Frequency Ranking of If-Conditionals: Adapted from Hwang (1979)

Present Generic (PG)
Future Predicti ve (FP)
Present Counterfactual (PC)
Past Counterfactual (P PC)

Speech
(266)
51 ( 19.2%)
53( 19.9%)
60 (22.6%)
10 (3 .8%)

Writing
(948)
156 ( 16.5%)
232 (24.6%)
152 ( 16.0%)
31 (3.3%)

Total
( 1,2 14)
207 (17.1%)
285 (23.4%)
212 ( 17.5%)
41 (3.4%)

( I ) Hierarchies of if-conditionals based on relative frequencies (based on Hwang, 1979)

Least frequent

I

Mixed-time Reference (MTR)

Past Counterfactual (PPC)

Present Generic (PG) = Present Counterfactual (PC)
Future Predictive (FP)

Most frequent
If the most frequent type, i.e. Future Predictive (FP), is acquired first, or found to be
easiest for the L2 learners, while the least frequent type, i.e. Mixed-time Reference (MTR),
is found to be most difficult for them, we can say that the data support Frequency
Hypothesis in relation to the acquisition of if-conditionals by L2 learners.
On the other hand, grammatica l complexities have been most often cited as an important
factor influencing the acquisition order of English conditionals (Berent, 1985; Chou, 2000;
Kang, 2007). Following is a hi erarchy which was deve loped based on Chou (2000).6
(2) Hierarchies of if-conditionals based on grammatical complexities
(based on Chou, 2000)
Complex

I

Past Counterfac tuals (PPC)
Present Counterfactuals (PC) = Mixed-time Reference (MTR)
Future Predicti ve (FP)
Present Generic (PG)

Simple

6

Based on the Complexity principle (O ' Grady, 1997), Chou (2000) developed the complexity order
of the different types of English conditiona ls and used it to predict the acq uisition order of the
conditionals. His origi nal hierarchy includes past factual conditional, which was not included in the
current study. Furthermore, two different complexity orders were developed for lfclauses and mai n
clauses in Chou (2000), while they are integrated into one in thi s study.
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Even though grammatical complexities have been explored as a possible factor affecting
the acquisition of if-conditionals by L2 learners, the hypothesis has not been fully
supported by many of these studies (i.e. Berent, 1985; Chou, 2000; Seo, 2009). Production
data from Berent (1985) showed that L2 learners have more difficulty with more
complex structures, while Seo (2009) and Chou (2000) provided contradictory results.
Therefore, the current study explored how the grammatical complexity of various types of
conditionals influences the acquisition order by L2 learners.
The final factor to be considered is L 1. The influence of LIon SLA has been
docWllented extensively (e.g., Ellis, 1985; Gass, 1979; Schachter, 1974). In order to
exp lore the Ll influence on the acquisition of conditional sentences, first of all, crosslinguistic analysis of conditionals in English, Spanish and Korean is in order. Table 4
includes simp lified comparisons of conditional sentence stmctures of the three languages.

7

As shown in the table, the differences in the conditionals between English and Spanish are
more pronounced than those between English and Korean. In additi on, the differences
seem to be more pronounced in the Present Counterfactual (PC), Past Counterfactual
(PPC), and Mixed-time Reference (MTR) types than in the Factual Generic (PG) and
Future Pred ictive (FP) types of conditionals.

TABLE 4
Cross-linguistic Diffel"ences of If-Conditionals in English , Spanish and Korean
Factual Generic(PG)

English

Spanish

Korean

1{+S+ V[pres] ,

Si+(S)+V[pres],

(Manyak) +(S)+ V[pres]myun. S+V[pres ].
(Manyak)+(S)+V[pres]myun, S+V[future].
(Manyak)+(S)+V[pres]myul7, S+V[pres].
(Manyak)+(S)+V[past]myun, S+V[past] .

S+ [pres].
Future Predicti ve(FP) /f+S+V[pres] ,
S+ V[future].
Present Co unterfactua l {frS+ V[past],

(S)+ V[pres].
Si+(S)+V[pres],
(S)+ V[present or Future] .
Si+(S)+ V[imperf subj],

(PC)

S+V[conditional).

(S)+ V[cond itiona l}.

Past Counterfactual

/f+S+ V[pluperf],

Si+(S)+ V[pluperf subj] ,

(ppe)

S+ V[ conditional

(S)+ V[cond iriona l perf].

perf] .
Mixed -time reference /f+S+ V[pluperf],
(MTR)

S+ V[conditional] .

Si+(S)+V[p luperf subj] ,
(S)+ V[conditional] .

(Manyak)+(S)+V[pa st]myul7,S+V [pres}.

Especially, structures of if-conditional in Korean are different from the two other
languages, in that they do not differentiate between the different degrees of
hypotheticality. ~ As noted, English conditionals with lower hypotheticality use indicative
7

8

The characteristics of conditionals in Engli sh and Spanish are based on Hill and Bradford (2000),
while those in Korean are based o n Su (2000).
In Korean, conditiona l markers (verba l s uffixes) - myen, -ta(la)myen. and - tako hamyen a re used to
mark conditionality . The marker -myun is used as an unmark ed ubiquitous cond iti onal marker in
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mood and suggest fully realizable situations. On the other hand, conditionals with higher
hypotheticality use SUbjunctive mood and suggest hypothetical or downright impossible
situations. In the current study, conditionals with lower hypotheticality are divided into two
categories, Present Generic (PG) and Future Predictive (FP) . Considering that conditionals
regarding future possibility, j.e. the FP type, are more hypothetical and tentative than those
suggesting factual and generic relationships, i.e. the PG type, the fo llowing hierarchy is
developed based on hypotheticality, based on Schachter (1971).
(3) Hierarchies of If-conditionals based on hypotheticality (based on Schachter, 1971)
More hypothetical

I

Past COlmterfactua1s (PPC) = Mixed-time Reference (MTR)

Present Counterfactuals(PC)

Future Predictive (FP)
Present Generic (PG)

Less hypothetical
English, Korean and Spanish use different ways to express various degrees of
hypotheticality in If-conditionals. In English, different patterns of tense and modality are
used.

Similarly, subjunctive and conditional

verb forms are used to suggest

hypotheticality in Spanish. In Korean, a different degree of hypotheticality is determined
mostly by considering whether the antecedent clause of the conditional is compatible
with or contradictory to the context, rather than using grammatical marking (Yeom ,
2004). Therefore, it can be expected that the difficulties that Korean-speaking learners of
English face when learning conditiona ls differ depending on hypotheticality, while they
do not in the case of Spanish-speaking learners of English.

III. RESEARCH DESIGN
Based on the di scussion above, the research questions were set up as fo llows.

I. How are the different types of .(f-conditionals acquired by L2 learners?
I-I. How are the different types of .(f-conditionals acquired differently between the n'lo
groups ofL2 learners with different Ll backgrounds?
1-2. How are the different types of .(f-conditionals acquired differently between the n'lo
most conditional sentences regardles of the degree of hypotheticality (Lee, 1994). The markers la(la) myen, and - taka hamyen, which are much less frequently used, are restricted to marking only
the most unexpected and remote possibility.
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groups of L2 learners with different proficiencies?
1-3. Can any of the three factors including input freq uencies, grammatical complexities
and LI influence exp lain the acquisition order of if-conditionals by L2 learners?

1. Participants
A total of 130 participants in five groups with 26 each were recruited for the study :
native speakers of Engli sh (NS), higher-level (KH) and lower-level (KL) Korean-speaking
learners as well as higher-level (SH) and lower-level (SL) Spanish-speaking learners.
Leamer participants were students studying in the United States. Higher-level learner
groups included co llege students studying at a nati onally renowned university, while
lower-level learner groups included students of ESL classes at a local community college.
The higher-level learners had stayed in the United States longer than the lower-level
shldents. The fact that they attended different institutions and that their length of stay in the
United States differed significantly suggests the differences in their English proficiency.
However, scores from two tests were used to confirnl that there were real differences in the
proficiencies of the learners in different levels. First, the learner participants were asked to
take a separate c10ze test which was modified from Hwang (2000) and used in Ko (2009).
Second, filler items used in the experiment materials were also scored. Perfect scores from
the two tests were sixty, which incl uded twenty c10ze test answers and twenty filler
questions each for production and comprehension tasks. Table 5 shows their demographic
infornlation as well as the results from these tests.

TABLE 5
Demographic Information & Results from the Proficiency Tests

Years stay ingYears
in the US
learning
English

M

SD

22 .50

5. 15

11 .88

46.94

2.70

21 .96

1.65

11.73

37.56

2.85

22.08

4.77

10.50

45.7 1

2.2 1

21.73

1.8 1

10.88

38.23

2.71

Age

Native Speaker of English (NS)
Korean-speak ing higher-leve l
learners (K H)
Korean-speak ing lower-level
learners (KL )
Spanish-speaki ng higher-level
learners (S H)
Span ish-speaking lower-le vel
learners (S L)

Proficiency score

25.46

The differences between the two proficiency groups were found to be significant, while
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those between the two L 1 groups were not. That is, the score of the KH group was
significantly higher than that ofKL (t(50) = 12.18, p < 0.01), and the score of the SH group
was also significantly higher than that of SL (t(50) = 10.89, P < 0.01). On the other hand,
there were no statistically significant differences in the scores between the KH and SH
groups, as well as those between the KL and SL groups.

2. Materials
Naturalistic written or speech data have been used in many studies exploring L2 learners '
acquisition of L2 grammatical features (e.g., Dulay & Burt, 1974; Pienemann, Johnston &
Brindley, 1988; Schumann, 1980). However, it is practically impossible to explore the
acquisition order of different types of conditional sentences through gathering naturalistic
data, as the frequency of each type differs considerably. Therefore, it was decided to
admini ster written paper-and-pencil tests in order to answer research questions.
A small booklet was made for the experiment. The first part ofthe booklet was the cloze
test to test proficiency of the learner participants. The second and the third parts were main
experiments. The second part included 20 questions to understand how L2 learners
produce if-conditionals, i.e. Production Task, while the third part included 20 questions to
understand how they comprehend If-conditionals, i.e. Comprehension Task. Each of the
two parts included 20 fillers, as well.
As shown in Table 6, each test item in Production Task includes a simulated oral
conversation between two people, in which a conditional sentence is used. Participants
were asked to produce VPs in both the If-clause and the main clause of the conditional
structures given . Twenty test items, 4 for each of the 5 types of if-conditional sentences
were included. Each test item was designed to present proper di scourse, providing enough
hints of time reference and level ofhypotheticality of the target conditional structure.
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TABLE 6
Examples for the Test Items (Production Task)

Type

Example

Present Ge neric (PG)

A: What's wrong?
B: Ifl _ _ _ _ _ (touch) my eye, it _ _ _ _ _ _ (hurt).
Future Predicti ve (FP)
A: I think I left my watch at your house. Have you seen it?
B: No, but I' ll take a look when I get home. If I
(fi nd)
it, I
(tell) you.
Present Counterfactual (PC) A: Don 't you have a history test tomorrow?
B: No, I don't. If I
(do), I
(be) busy
studyi ng right now.
Past Counterfactual (P PC) A: Why were you so late?
B: I took a taxi, but the traffic was bad. If I _ _ _ _ _ _ (walk)
instead, I _ _ _ _ _ _ (arrive) sooner.
Mixed-time Reference
A: The housing market is boom ing these days.
(MTR)
B: I knuw. 1 regret hav ing sold the house last year. If 1 _ _ _ __
(not sell) the house then, it
(be) worth a fOltune now.

On the other hand, Comprehension Task includes inference questions, asking the
participants to decide which of the inferences about the meaning of the conditional is
correct among four options. As was the case with production test, 20 test items, 4 for each
of the 5 types of lfconditional sentences were developed. It was assured that half of the 4
items for each of the 5 types of conditionals were asking the participants to infer meaning
about the If-c1ause, whi le the other half was about the main clause. Table 7 includes
examples of the test items for each type of If-conditionals in Comprehension Task.
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TABLE 7
Exa mples for the Test Items (Comprehension Task)
Type

Example

Present Ge neri c (PG)

If you bo il water, it evaporates.
a.
You bo il ed water.

Future Predictive (F P)

b.

You will not boi l wate r.

c.

Water evaporates when bo il ed.

d.

Water w ill boi l.

If it rains, I' ll stay home.
a.

Maybe it will rain.

b.

It is rai ning now.

c.

It rained

d.

I'll stay home.

Present Co unterfactual (PC) If you could dri ve, I would lend you my car.

Past COllnterfactual (P PC)

a.

You can' t drive.

b.

You can dri ve.

c.

[ lent you my car.

d.

I didn't le nd you my car.

If Linda had gone to the party last ni ght, she wou ld have met lots of
people.

Mixed-time Reference

a.

Li nda went to the party last ni ght.

b.

Li nda met lots of peop le.

c.

Linda didn 't go to the party last night.

d.

Linda may meet lots of people at the party.

If I had eaten breakfast, I wOli ldn 't be so hungry.

(MTR)

a.

I ate breakfast.

b.

I was hungry .

c.

I am hungry .

d.

Maybe I am not hlinglY .

3. Procedures & Analysis
The researcher met with the participants individually to perform the experiment. First, a
brief introduction was made in relation to the experiment. They were told that they were
advised to try their best to answer questions and that there was no time limit. After the
introduction, they were first asked to fi ll out the questionnaire about themselves. Then,
they were asked to go to the first part of the questionnaire, which consisted of20 c10ze test
items.

ext, they were asked to go to the main parts of the experiment. Two examples

were given for each part so as to familiarize the participants with the types of questions.
Half of the participants in each group did Production Task first, while the other half did
Comprehension Task first, in order to minimize the effects ofthe presentation order. There
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were no time limits, but it took about 40-50 minutes to fmish the questionnaire. In the case
of the English native speaker participants, they were given the booklet which did not
include the cloze test. Other than that, the booklet was the same as the one given to the
learner participants. It took about 20 minutes for the English native speakers to finish it.
The scores from the two tasks were gathered and analyzed . An Eng lish nati ve speaker
graduate student, along with the researcher, participated in the scoring. First, cloze tests as
well as fi ller items were scored to be used as proficiency tests. Each correct answer was
given one point. Next, a target fOlm was decided for each item in Production Task after
discussions between the scorers. As each item had two spaces to be filled in, one point was
given for each target form. A ll the non-target forms produced by the participants were also
gathered and analyzed. As for Comprehension Task, each right choice was given 2 points .
Profile ana lysis was performed for both production and comprehension data. As a
multivariate approach to repeated measures (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007), profile analysis
is used to test severa l hypotheses: whether the two or more groups are parallel between
multiple measures (paralle lism test), w hether the groups are at equal leve ls (leve ls test)
and whether there are differences across the different measures (flatness test). In order to
answer research questions, two different analyses were performed for the production and
comprehension data. First, the significance of the effects of L I (Spanish, Korean vs.
English) on the scores of differe nt types of .if-conditionals (PG, FP, PC, PPC vs MTR) was
tested. Furthermore, focusing on L2 learners ' data, the significance of effects of
proficiency (higher vs. lower) and L1 (Spanish vs . Korean) on the scores of different types
9

of .if-conditionals (PG, FP, PC, PPC vs MTR) was tested An additional analysis was
lo
performed for the non-target fonns fo und in production data, which were gathered and
categori zed accord ing to their structural fom1s. The significance of the effects of each
factor on frequencies of nun-target forms was tested with Log Linear Analysis. I I

As discussed in Larsson-H all (20 10), too many variables make the interpretation of the results very
hard if not viltually impossible. Therefore, it was decided that a statistical test on the difference
between the results from the production and comprehension tests were performed.
10 Many of the "wrong" answers by the learner participants were grammatica ll y correct, though they
were not target forms as required by the discourse. Therefore, they are called "non-target form s"
instead of "errors." In addition, simple errors such as spelling were ignored as the study focuses
only on the acq uisition of If~co ndition al structures.
I I Log Linear is a kind of chi-square analys is that is frequently used for a case in which more than
two categorical variab les are used. It is useful since it indicates whether the influence of the
interaction between variables as well as the infl uence of each variable is significant (F ield, 2005).

9
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IV. RESULTS
1. Production
The first analysis of the effects of Ll (Spanish, Korean vs. English) on scores of
different types of if-conditionals (PG, FP, PC, PPC vs MTR) shows that overall tests of
profile analysis were significant. First, the levels test shows a significant influence of the
native tongue (F(2 , 127)

=

377.240, P < .00). The post-hoc analysis shows that the

difference was because the native speakers of English participant (NS) group scored much
higher than the other two learner groups, as can be seen in Table 8. Second, the flatness test
shows that some types of conditionals were clearly easier for the participants than others
(F(4 , 127) = 115.660, P < .00). Finally, the parallelism test suggests significant effects of

native tongue on the scores of different types of if-conditionals (F(8 , 127) = 7.494, P < .00).
This is because the NS group scored high in every type of if-conditionals, while the learner
paJ1icipants found some types significantly easier than others, as shown in Figure 1.

TABLE 8
Descriptive Statistics for Different Ll Groups (Production)
LI

M

Korean
Spanish
English

24.64
24.96
38.2 7

SD
3.74
5.4 1
1.28

FIGURE 1
Scores for Different Types of if-conditionals by L1 Groups (Production)
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The results from the flrst analysis suggest that there are many similarities than
differences between the data of the 1\'10 learner groups. In order to understand in detail how
lfconditionals are acquired by L2 learners, a second profile analysis on the learner group
data only was perfornled in relation to the significance of infl uence of proficiency (higher
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vs. lower) and L I (Spanish vs. Korean) on the scores of conditional types (PG, FP, PC,
PPC vs. MTR).
First of ali, the flatness test was fOW1d significant, suggesting that some conditionals
were acquired earlier than others (F( 4, 100) = 11 8. 126, P <. 001). As shown in Table 9, the
learner participants fOW1d the Future Predictive (FP) type easiest, whi le they found the
Mixed-Time Reference (MTR) type the most di ffi cult. As for the differences among the
fi ve conditional types, Bonferroni pair-wise compaJisons showed that the mean differences
between the different types of conditionals found in the descriptive statistics were
statistically significaJ1t except for those between PPC and MTR types.
TABLE 9
Descriptive Sta tistics for Different Types of If-conditionals (Production)

NS

L2 Learners

M (order of difficulty)

SD

M (order of difficu lty)

SD

5.62(4)

1.28

8.00(3)

0.00

6.72(5)

1.1 9

8.00(3)

0.00

PG
FP
PC
PPC

4.99(3)

1. 59

7.92(3)

0.27

3 .91(1 )

1.76

7.27( 1)

0.72

MTR

3.55( I)

1.43

7.08( 1)

0.89

Total

4.96

1.86

7.65

0.66

On the other hand, the levels test results suggest that proficiency was a significant factor
in the acquisitional process of If-conditionals. Higher-level learners indeed scored better
than lower-level learners, and the difference was significant (F(l, 100) = 2 18.029, P
< .001). More importantly, the parallelism test shows that there is a significant effect of

proficiency on the scores of diffe rent types of Ifconditionals (F( 4, 100)

=

10.080, p

< .001), suggesting that a relativ e order of difficulty differs between the two proficiency
groups, as shown in Figure 2 and Table 10 .
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FIGURE 2
Scores for Different Types of .if-conditionals by Proficiency Groups (production)
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TABLE 10
Descriptive Statistics for Types of If-conditionals by Proficiency Groups (Production)
High

NS

Low

M

SD

(order of difficulty)

M

SD

(orde r of

SD

M
(order of difficulty)

diffi cu lty)
PG

5.77 (3)

1.23

5.48 (4)

1.32

8.00 (3)

0.00

FP

7.35 (5)

0.88

6.10(4)

1. 12

8.00 (3)

0.00

PC
ppe

6.15 (3)

1.06

3.83 (3)

1.10

7.92 (3)

0.27

4.96 ( I)

1.24

2.87 ( I)

1.57

7.27 ( I)

0.72

MTR

4.31 ( I)

1.21

2.79 ( I)

1.23

7.08 ( I)

0.89

Total

5.7 1

1.53

4.21

1.86

7.65

0.66

Separate post hoc analyses for data of the two proficiency groups show that there are
significant differences in their data, as shown in Table 11 and 12.
TABLE 11
Pair-wise Co mparisons for Different Types of If-conditionals (Higher-level Learners)
PG
PG

FP

PC

PPC

MTR

1.58*

0.38

-0.81 *

- 1.46*

- I. 19*

-2.38*

-3.04*

- I. 19*

-1. 85*

FP

- 1.58*

PC

-0.38

1.19*

PPC

0.81 *

2.38*

1.19*

MTR

1.46*

3.04*

1.85*

*PF > PG

=

PC > PPC

=

MTR

-0.65
0.65
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TABLE 12
Pair-wise Compal"isons for Different Types of If-cond itionals (Lower-level Learners)
PG
PG

FP

PC

PPC

MTR

0.62

-1.65*

-2.62*

-2 .69*

-2.27*

-3.23*

-3.31 *
-1.04*

-0.62

FP
PC

1.65*

2.27*

PPC

2.62*

3.23*

0.96*

MTR

2.69*

3.31 *

1.04*

*F P = PG > PC > PPC

=

-0.96*

-0.08
0.08

MTR

The factor of proficiency interacted with native tongue (F(I, 100)

= 11.932, p = .001):

Korean-speaking lower-learners had less difficulty with .If-conditionals than their Spanishspeaking counterparts, while Korean-speaking higher-level learners (KH) had more
difficulty with .If-conditionals than their Spanish-speaking counterparts, as in Table 13.

TABLE 13
Interaction between Proficiency & Native Tongue (Production)
Korean

Spanish

M

SD

M

Higher-level

27.50

2.42

29.58

SD
2.14

Lower-l evel

2 1. 77

2.35

20.35

3.27

tota l

24.64

3.74

24 .96

5.41

On the other hand, no significant differences were fOlmd between the data of the two
groups of learners with different Ll backgrounds, as can be seen in Table 14. The
difficulties they found in different types of {lconditionals did not differ significantly
between the speakers of different native tongues.
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TABLE 14
Descriptive Statistics for Different Types of If-conditionals by Ll Groups (Production)

Korean
M

Spanish
SD

(order of difficulty)
PG
FP
PC
PPC
MTR
Total

5.69(4)
6.75(5)
5.10(3)
3.77(1)
3.33( 1)
4.93

1.35
I. I 1

1.54
1.54
I AI
1. 87

M

(order of
di fficu lty)
5.56(4)
6.69(5)
4 .88(3)
4.06( I )
3.77( 1)
4.99

NS
SD

M

SD

(order of difficulty)
1.2 1
1.26
1.64
1.95
IA4

1.85

8.00(3)
8.00(3)
7.92(3)
7.27( \ )
7.08( 1)
7.74

0.00
0.00
0.27
0 .72
0.89
0.66

2. Analysis of Non-target Forms
In order to understand how the errors that the learners made differ depending on groups

and on the target structures, non-target forms produced by the learners were analyzed. 12 A
total of 1,135 non-target forms were found in the learner data. Table 15 includes the types
of frequent forms.
The most frequent type of non-target form is Past_Past with past tense both in apodosis
and protasis, i.e. the same structure as the Present Counterfactual (PC) type. As can be seen
in Table 16, regardless of the target forms, the learner participants frequently produced the
form. As the types of non-target fonus were varied widely, and the instances for each were
too few, it was not possible to perfOlm a statistical analysis of all the data. Instead, only six
most frequent non-target forms were statistically analyzed. Table 16 includes the six most
frequent non-target fom1s produced for each type of .If-conditi onals.

12

ative speaker participants scored almost perfectly, rarel y producing non-target forms. \n fact,
they produced target form only for the Present Generic (PG) and Future Predictive (FP) types,
while they produced only one non-target fonn for Present Counterfactual (PC), 17 for Past
Counterfactual (ppe), and 23 fo r Mixed-Time Reference (MTR) types, which were too few to
perform any statistical analysis. Therefore, it was decided that ana lys is of non-target forms was
performed on Iy for learner pal1ici pants' data.
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TABLEtS
Freq uencies of Non-target Forms (Learner Data)
Types

of

Non-

target Fo rm s
Pas t Pas t
Past PP
Pres Fur
Mod Pa t Past
Pre

Past

PP Pas t
Past Fut
Pres Pres
PP_ PP
Pa t Pres
ModFut Fut

Stru cture

«( + s + past vlwere/ were ta , s + wauldll17ighllcauld
+ v.
If + s + past vlwere/were la, s+ wau/d/ mighllcauld
have pp.
If + S + pres, s + will/ be gaing lal
shauld/l17us(/can/I/1ClY + v.
If + S + wauld/ mighllcauld + v, s +
wauldlmighl/cauld + v.
If + s + pres, s + wauld/ mighllcauld + v.
If + s + had pp, s + wau fd/cau/d/ might + v.
If + s + past v(were/were la, s + will/ be gaing ta/
shauldlmustlcan/ may + v.
If + S + pres v, S + pres v.
If + S + had pp, s + wa ufdlcauld/ mighl have pp
If + s + past v/were/were la, s + pres v.
If + S + will/ be gaing /a/ shauldlmustlcan/ may + v,
s + will/ be gaing /a/ shauld/lI1ustlcan/may + v.

%

Frequency

(o ut of tota l)

303

26.70

145

12.9 1

127

11. 3 1

11 5

10.24

104

9.1 6

43

3.79

42

3.74

42

3.74

39

3.47

34

3.03

25

2 .23
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TABLE 16
Most Frequent Non-target Forms for Each Type of If-conditionals
FP

PG ·

PC

PPC

MTR

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Pres Fut

Past Past

ModPast Past

Frequency
(%)

Past Past

Past PP

52

18

42

101

166

( 23.42)

(20.22)

(24 .00)

(33.89)

(47.29)

Pres Past

Past Past

Pres Past

48

17

(21.62)

( 19. 10)

ModPast Past

ModPast Fut

Pres Fut

Past Past
34

71

35

( 19.43)

(23.83)

(9.97)

Pres Fut

PP Past

PP PP

37

13

27

33

35

( 16.67)

( 14.6 1)

( 15.43)

( I 1.07)

(9.97)

Pres Past

ModPre- Fut

Past PP

ModPast Past

Past PP

36

II

17

18

24

( 16.22)

( 12.36)

(9.7 1)

(6 .04)

(6.84)

Past Fut

Past Fut

Pres Pres

Past Fut

Pres Pres

13

7

12

15

21

(5.86)

(7 .87)

(6.86)

(5.03)

(5.98)

ModFut Fut

Pres Pres

Pres Flit

Past Pres

ModPast_ Past

12

7

II

13

13

(5.4 1)

(7.87)

(6.29)

(4.36)

(3.70)

Total

Tota l

Tota l

Total

Tota l

222

89

175

298

35 1

(100)

(100)

(100)

( 100)

( 100)

Statistical analysis based on frequencies of six most frequent non-target forms shows
that the most commonly found non-target fom1s in each type of If-conditionals varied
2

significantly (X (20)

= 489.366, P

< .001). For example, Pres]ut was the most frequent

non-target fon11S for the Preset Generic (PG) type .If-conditional, while Past_Past was the
most frequent non-target f0l111 for the Mixed-Time Reference (MTR) type If-conditionals.
It should be noted that the most frequent non-target f0l111S for each type of If-conditionals
have quite a similar structure to the target f01111 , except for the Future Predictive (FP) type.
L2 learners seem to have difficulty formulating the target f0l111 exactly, while they have
vague ideas as to which fonn s should be used. However, it should be noted that completely
w1expected forms were sometimes produced, too. For example, Pres_Past was used for the
PG type 36 times, and Pres_Pres was used for the MTR type 21 times.
Some differences were also found in the frequency of various non-target f0l111S made by
the different groups of learners. First of all, it was found that two groups of learners with
different L 1 backgrounds differed significantly in the types of non-target fon11S they
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produced (l (5) = 23 .949, p < .001). While the Past]ast forms were the most frequent
non-target fonn made by both the Korean-speaking and Spanish-speaking ESL learners,
ModPast_Past forms were more frequent in the data of the Spanish-speaking learners

[13.95%] than those of the Korean-speaking learners [6.52%], as shown in Figure 3. In fact,
modals were used much more frequently in the protasis by the Spanish-speaking learners

[33.51 %] than by the Korean-speaking learners [9.09%].
FIGURE 3
Frequencies of Six Non-Target Forms by Different Ll Gro ups

200
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o Korean

50

• Spani sh

o
Past Past P ast PP Pr<:!s F ut

l\ locl P r<:! s Past PP P ast
P ast P ast

On the other hand, analysis of the six most frequent non-target fon11S by the different
proficiency groups suggests that there was a significant difference between the two groups

(l

(5)

=

17.269, p < .00 I). While the frequency of the six most frequent non-target forms

varied widely in the data of higher-level learners, it did not in the data of lower- level
learners, as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4
Frequencies of Six Non-Target Forms by Different Proficiency Groups
200 ,----------------------------------------------150
100
50

o

DHigh

_ Low

Finally, an interaction between the factors of Ll and proficiency on the frequency of
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non-target forn1s (X2(5) = 15.069, P < .05) was also found through an analysis of the six
most frequent non-target forms. The data show that Mod_Past was comparatively more
frequent in the data of the Spanish speaking lower-level participants (SL) than that of the
other groups, while Pres_Past was more frequent in the data of Korean speaking lowerlevel participants (KL) than that of the other groups .

3 . Comprehension
The first analysis on the effects of L I (Spanish, Korean vs. English) on scores of
different types of .If-conditionals (PG, FP, PC, PPC vs MTR) suggests overall tests of
profile analysis were also significant in the case of comprehension data. First, the levels
test shows a significant influence of the native tongue (F(2, 127) = 82.889, P < .00). The
post hoc analysis shows that native speakers of English participants (NS) scored
significantly higher than the other two learner groups, as can be seen in Table 17. Second,
the flatness test shows that some types of conditionals were clearly easier for the
participants than others (F( 4, 127) = 26.996, P < .00). Finally, the parallelism test suggests
significant effects of native tongue on the scores of different types of .If-conditionals (F(8 ,
127)

= 6.898, p

< .00). This is because the NS group scored high in every type of If

conditionals, while the learner participants found some types significantly easier than
others, as shown in Figure 5.
As was the case with production data, a second analysis with the learner group data only
was perfornled in relation to the significance of influence of proficiency (higher vs. lower)
and L I (Spanish vs. Korean) on the scores of different types of .If-conditionals (pG, FP, PC,
PPC vs MTR) in order to lmderstand in detail how they are acquired by L2 learners.
TABLE 17
Descriptive Statistics for Different Ll groups
LI

M

SD

Korean
Spani sh
English

30. 73

3.36

30.96

3.77

39.85

0.54
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FIGURE 5
Scores for Different Types of If-conditionals by Ll Groups (Comprehension)
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First of all , the results of flatness test were found significant (F(4, 100) = 43.160, P
< .001), suggesting that some types of .If-conditionals are acquired before others. It was

found that the L2 learners found FP type easiest to comprehend, while they found MTR
type most difficult. Post hoc analysis showed L2 learners scored signifi cantly better for FP
type than all the other types of conditionals, as shown in Figure 5. They were better at
comprehending PG and PC types than PPC and MTR types . However, the differences in
mean between PG and PC types were not significant, nor were those between the
differences between PPC and MTR types, as can be seen in Table 18.

TABL E tS
Descriptive Statistics for Different Types of If-conditionals (Comprehension)
L2 Learners

M (order of difficulty)

NS

SD

M (order of difficulty)

SD

PG
FP
PC
PPC

6.62(3)

1.18

7.92( I)

0.39

7. 17(5)

1.10

8.00(1 )

0.00

6. 19(3)

1.49

8.00( I)

0.00

5.60( 1)

1.40

8.00( I)

0.00

MTR

5.27(1 )

1.15

7.92( 1)

0.39

Total

6.17

1.44

7.97

0.25

On the other hand, levels test results suggest that proficiency is a significant factor in
the acqui sitional process of .If-conditionals in comprehension. Higher-level learners
indeed scored better than lower level learners, and the difference was significant (F(l ,
100) = 107.027, P < .001).
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TABLE 19
Descriptive Statistics for Different Types of If-conditionals by Proficiency Groups
(Comprehension)
Low

High

SD

M

7.27(3)

0.97

SD

M

(order of difficulty)

(order of
difficulty)

(order of difficulty)
PG
FP
PC
PPC
MTR
Total

NS

SD

M

5.96(3)

1.01

7.92( 1)

0.39

8.00( I)

0.00

7.62(5)

0.80

6.73(5)

1.1 9

6.88(3)

1.1 5

5.50(3)

0.00

1.28

5.23( I)

IA 8
IA4

8.00( I)

5.96( 1)

8.00( 1)

0.00

5.65( I)

1.10

4.89( I)

1.07

7.92(1)

0.39

6.68

1.30

5.66

lAO

7.97

0.25

However, the paralle l test results show that the effects of proficiency as well as Ll on
the different types of ifconditionals were not significant, as can be seen in Table 19 and
Table 20. The difficulties they found in each type of If-conditionals did not differ
significantly between the groups with different native tongues as well as those with
different proficiencies.
TABLE 20
Descriptive Statistics for Different Types of If-conditionals by Ll Groups (Comprehension)
Spani sh

Korean

M
SD
(order of difficulty)

NS

M
SD
(o rder of
difficulty)

M
SD
(order of difficulty)

PG
PF
PC

6.62(3)

1. 29

6.6 1(3)

1.09

7.92(1)

0 .39

7.12(5)

I. 15

7.23(5)

1.06

8 .00( I)

0.00

6 .19(3)

1.55

6.19(3)

1.44

8.00( I)

0.00

ppe

5.5 8( 1)

1.33

5.6 1( I)

IA8

8.00( I)

0.00

MTR
Total

5.23( I)

1.20

5.31 (I )

1.11

7.92( 1)

0.39

6.15

1.47

6.1 9

1.42

7.97

0.25

V. DISCUSSION
1. How are the Different Types of If-conditionals Acquired by L2 Leamers?
The results from the experiment showed that some types of If-conditionals are acquired
before others by L2 leam ers . It was fow1d that, in general, the Future Predictive (FP) type
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is acquired first, whil e the Past Counterfactual (PPC) and Mixed-Time Reference (MTR)
types are acquired last. The difficulty orders of the various types of If-conditionals were
similar between the production and comprehension data.
Why do L2 learners acquire the FP type first and the PPC and MTR types last? Several
processes are involved in the use of If-conditionals. First, the writer/speaker understands
and assesses the situation/context. Then, shelhe decides the relative level of the
hypotheticality involved and tense shelhe wants to express. Next, shelhe chooses the type
of condi tionals to be used based on the dec ision. Finally, shelhe has to produce the correct
form. Any mistakes during any of these processes result in an error. While the first two
processes do not differ among the various types of cond itionals, the difficulty involving the
final two processes in which the speaker/writer chooses and uses the correct form for
hi slher choice seems to differ among the types.
The results from the current study suggest that L2 learners have more difficulty in these
final processes when producing and understanding the PPC and MTR types than other
types. First of al l, it might be more difficult for the learners to choose the PC, PPC and
MTR types when they are needed, as they involve tense shifts marking hypotheticality
and/or counterfactuality.

It

is

the

tense

shi fts

marking

hypotheticality

and/or

coun terfactuality to which Norris (2003) attributed the difficulties L2 learners experience
when acqu iring if-conditionals. As there is a discrepancy between the tense that the
situation warrants and the grammatical tense markings to be used for these types of
conditi ona ls, learners might hesitate more before choosing these types than others.
Second, it might be more di fficult fo r learners to produce the PPC and MTR types than
others, as they are grammati cally more complicated. Among the PC, PPC and MTR types
which involve tense shifts, the PPC and MTR types require the learners to use relatively
more comp lex structures, resulting in late acquisition. It can be said that grammatical
complexities playa role in the acquisition of if-conditionals by L2 learners.
However, the results of the current study showed that the PO type is acquired later than
the FP type. As the PO type is grammatically simpler than the other types, the result shows
that grammatical comp lexity alone cannot explain the acquisiti on of lfconditi onals by L2
learners. Rather, the result of the current study can be related to the result of Ll acquisition
studies. As noted in the Background section, many studies in the fie ld suggest that the first
type of if-conditi onal acquired is the FP (e.g., Bowerman, 1986; Reilly, \986). Bowerman
(1986) especially suggested that the FP type is first acquired, as it is the most basic type of
cond iti onal among the world 's languages. That is, children are predisposed toward learning
the most basic type that is central to conditional semantics in the world 's languages, i.e.
typological universal. L2 learners, from the results of the study, might also be predisposed
toward learning thi s most basic type of conditiona l among various types of if-conditionals,
just as children learning their Ll are.
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Typological universals have been found to influence L2 acquisition to some degree (e.g.,
Bardovi-Harlig, 1987; Mazurkewich, 1984; Schachter, 1974). Linguists, comparing
languages around the world, have identified which features are rare or common among
them . Based on these comparisons, some features are identified as more or less marked
than others. Unmarked structures are more frequently found , more versatile and simpler
than marked ones (Croft, 1990). In general, L2 learners seem to find the typologically
unmarked structure easier to acquire than the typologically marked structure (Ellis, 1994).

In the case of .if-conditionals, the FP type has been found more frequently than others both
in English (e.g. , Fulcher, 1991) and in other world languages (e.g., Comrie, 1986). It is also
a simpler form than the PC, PPC and MTR types, though it is not as simp le as the PG type.
Between the FP and PG types, it should be noted that FP is the type which is placed in the
middle portion in the hypotheticality continuum (Bowennan, 1986). Therefore, it seems
reasonable for L2 leamers to acquire the FP type, the most unmarked and frequently found
form, faster than other types. 13
It should also be noted that the previous L2 studies have provided contradictory results

as to the order of acquisition on various types of ffcond itionals, and that the current study
does not SUppOtt the results of most of the previous studies. For example, the study by
Berent (1985) provided two different orders of difficulty for production and
comprehension respectively, only one of which coincides with that found in this study. At
this point, it is not possible to provide a reasonable explanation in relation to some
discrepancies found in various studies regarding the acquisition of .if-conditionals. It is
possible that different methodologies emp loyed for data gathering and analysis might have
influenced them. Chou (2000), for exanlple, analyzed the results separately for the .if- and
main causes, so it is not easy

to

compare the results with those of the current study. Of

course, more studies employing various methodologies are needed to conclude clearly how
and in what order If-conditionals are acquired by L2 learners.
1-1 How are the Different Types of .if-conditionals Acquired Differently Between the Two
Groups of L2 Learners with Different L I Backgrounds?
Data from the two groups of L2 learners with different L 1 backgrounds did not show
differences in their acquisition order of .if-conditionals either in production or in
comprehension. L2 leamers, whether their Ll is Korean or Spanish, showed similarities in
their relative difficulty rankings based on scores in both the production and comprehension
data. This result suggests that universality prevailed in the acquisition of .if-conditionals.
However, the results also show that there exist some differences between the data of the
13

FP type is also noted as the most prototyp ical type of conditional in Athanasiadou and Dirven
( 1997).
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two learner groups with different L I backgrounds. First of all, the native tongue of the
learners interacted with the proficiency. That is, Korean-speaking lower-level learners had
less difficulty with if-conditionals in general than Spanish-speaking lower-level learners,
whi le Korean-speaking higher-level learners had more difficulty in the production data
than their Spanish-speaking counterparts. The resul ts suggest that Spanish-speaking
learners found if-conditionals easier to produce than the Korean-speaking leamers of
simi lar proficiency as their proficiency increased. It seems that a certain leve l of
proficiency is required in order for L2 learners to benefit from the structura l similarities
found between the L I and the target language.
Second, analysis of the non-target forms produced by L2 learners shows that there are
differences between the structures of freq uently found non-target forms produced by the
two groups of learners with different L 1 backgrounds. The most notable difference was
that while ModPast_Past (If + s + wouldlmightlcould + v, s + wouldlmighllcould + v.) was
frequently found in Spani sh-speaking learners' data [13.95%], it was relatively rare in the
data of Korean-speaking leamers [6.52%]. 1n fact, modals were used in the non-target
fon115 much more frequently in the protasis by the Spanish-speaking leamers of English
[33.51 %] than by the Korean-speaking learners [9.09%].
This result can be interpreted as the influence of L I. Whi le it is true that both English
and Spanish conditionals use tense shifts to express higher level of hypotheticality in the
case of the Present Counterfactual (PC), Past Counterfactual (PPC) and M ixed-Time
Reference (MTR) types of cond itionals, they differ in the choice of verb forn1s. That is, the
PC, PPC and MTR types of conditionals in Spanish involve use of subjunctive form of
verbs in protasis, wh ile those in English don 't. Even though past and past participle (PP)
verb fonns used in protasis in the PC, PPC and MTR types of English conditionals are in
fact present and past subjunctives just as Spanish conditionals, they look exactly like past
and past perfect indicatives in English. Learner participants with Spanish as Ll, searching
for ways to express subjunctive meaning, might have used modals along with the verb in
the protasis, as they do with subjunctive verb forms in protasis in Spanish conditionals. As
Korean does not have a subjw1ctive form in conditionals, Korean leamers of English
seldom produce non-target f01111s with modals in protasis.
1-2 How are the Different Types of if-conditionals Acquired Differently Between the Two
Groups of L2 Learners with Different Proficiencies?
It was found that proficiency is an important factor in the acquisitional process of ifconditionals. Higher-level learners were found to have less difficulty with Ifconditionals
than lower-level learners. More importantly, there were significant effects of proficiency
on the scores of different types of conditi onals in the production data. Both groups of
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learners fOLmd the PPC and MTR types the most difficult. However, higher-level learners
found the FP type easiest and the PC type as difficult as the PG type, while lower-level
learners found the PG type as easy as the FP type, but easier than the PC type. No such
differences were found in the comprehension data.
L2 learners seem to find the PG type easier to acquire than the PC type at first, before
their proficiency develops. The PG type does not involve use of either subjunctive or
auxiliary verb, so it is grammatically simple. In addition, the type is used when there is a
co-occurrence of two events, each of which is indicated in the if-clause and main clause
respectively. As the speaker does not have to assess the likelihood of occurrence as one
event depends on another (Athanasiadou & Dirven, 1997), it can be said that it is
cognitively simpler than the other types. Therefore, it seems reasonable for lower-level L2
learners to acquire it light after the FP type but before the other types. However, why do
higher-level learners find the PC type easier to produce than the PG type?
It should be noted that the PC type is one of the three types conventionally included in
traditional English grammar books (e.g., Carter & McCarthy, 2006; Swan, 2005).
Therefore, higher-level learners with more instruction should be more used to these types.
It should also be noted that Past_Past (If + s + past v.!werelwere ta, s + wauldlmightlcauld

+ v.), i.e. PC type, was the most frequent non-target form among those produced by the L2
learners. While the FP type, being cognitively and grammatically simpler than the PC type,
was chosen for proper discourse, the PC type was frequently produced for discourses that
did not warrant the type. As back shifting of tenses in conditionals with a high level of
hypotheticality is a phenomenon unique to (!-conditionals, it might have been emphasized
in class many times and caught the attention of L2 learners. Therefore, they might have
produced the non-target form of PastJast, when they were not sure which type of ifconditional to use. It seems that the PC type represents the typical structure of ifconditiona ls for educated L2 learners, who are not always sure about the proper usage.
1-3 Can Any of the Three Factors Including Input Frequencies, Grammatical Complexities
and Ll Influence Exp lain the Acquisition Order of if-conditionals by L2 Learners?
When comparing the three factors possibly influencing the acquisition order of ifconditionals, the results of the current experiment suggest no exact fit. However, among
the three, input freq uency seems to be the most influential factor. The results from the
production and comprehension data suggest a very similar order of acquisition, as can be
seen in (4).
Comparing these resu lts with the input frequency hierarchy, which can be found in

Research Background, only minor differences are found. The PG type is found to be
acquired earlier than the PC type in the production data, though the frequencies of the two
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types are not found to be di fferent. In addition, the MTR type is fOLmd to be as difficult as
the PPC type though the fo rn1er is less frequently found than the latter in the natural data.
(4) Slmllnary of Results: Acquisition Order of Ifco nditionals

Ip roductio~
difficult

I

Past Cow1terfactual (PPC) =Mixed-time Reference (MTR)
Present Cow1terfactua l (PC)
Present Generic (PG)
Future Predi ctive (FP)

easy

IComprehensio~
difficult

I

Past Counterfactua l (PPC) =Mixed-time Reference (MTR)
Present Generic (PG) = Present Counterfactua l (PC)
Future Predictive (FP)

easy

Several points should be made in relation to the role of input frequencies in the
acquisition of if-conditionals by L2 learners. First of all, there is a strong connection
between universality and input freq uency, as noted by Ellis (1994). That is, one of the
important requirements for a certain feature to have unjversality is for it to be found
freq uently in natural languages. As noted, L2 learners seem to find the typologically
wunarked structure easier to acq uire than the typologically marked structure (Ellis, 1994),
and unmarked structures are more frequently found, more versatile and simpler than
marked ones (Croft, 1990). Therefore, it seems that the current study provides additional
supporting evidence for the im portance of input frequency in the acquisition of L2
granllnati cal features as well as simil arities between Ll and L2 acquisition.
However, as noted, the luerarchy of input frequency does not provide the perfect fit with
the acquisition order fo und in the current study; unl ike the prediction based on the input
freq uency ruerarchy, the PG type is found to be acq uired earlier than the PC type, and the
MTR type is fo und to be as difficu lt as the PPC type. These discrepancies suggest that
grammatical complexity plays a role in the acquisition of if-conditionals to some degree, as
the PPC type is more grammatically complex than the MTR type, and the PG type is
grammatically simpl er than the PC type, possibly helping earlier acquisition.
Finally, whil e overall data suggest input freq uency has the biggest influence on the
acquisition of if-conditi onals, group data suggest some deviations fro m the hierarchy based
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on the input frequencies. For example, lower-level learners found the PG type as easy as
the FP type, even though the f01111er is less frequent than the latter. The result can also be
attributed to the grammatical simplicity of the PG type, as it is the granlmatically simplest
type among those investigated. The results suggest that grammatical difficulty affects the
acquisition of if-conditionals as much as input frequency in the case of production of
lower-level learners.

VI. CONCLUSION & PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATION
The current snldy focused on acquisition of if-conditionals by L2 learners of Engl ish
with t,,"o different native tongues and two different proficiency levels. It tried to examine
how different types of if-conditionals are acquired by different groups of learners by
employing an experiment measw·ing the relative difficulty the learners experience when
producing and comprehending them. In addition, it also strived to w1derstand which factor
among input frequencies, grammatical complexities and LI influence best explains the
acquisition of if-conditionals by L2 learners.
The results of the experiment showed that some types of if-conditionals are acquired
before others by L2 learners, and hierarchies of input frequencies best explained the
acquisition order of if-conditionals. At this point, it is not possible to distinguish between
influences of input frequencies and typological universals, as they coincide. One thing for
sure is that both Ll and L2 acquisitions seem to be influenced by them, suggesting the
universality of language acquisition. The influence of instruction was also fOW1d,
especially in the production data of higher-level L2 learners. While there were no
differences in the acquisition order of if-conditionals between the two groups with different
LI backgrounds, the influence of Ll was also found in the analysis of non-target fonns.
What can we learn from the results that can help teachers in class? First, the results from
the current study can help teachers to develop a curriculwn that reflects the acquisitional
order of if-conditionals. Instead of following many textbooks still introducing conditionals
according to traditional categorization including types I , 2 and 3, the curriculwn should
first focus on the basic type of if-conditionals, i.e. Future Predictive (FP). After learners are
comfortable with the forn1 and its meaning, the instruction should be widened to include
the Present Generic (PG) type, with grammatically simpler forn1 and cognitively simp ler
meaning. After they distinguish the meanings of the FP and PG types and are comfortable
with their fOnTIS and usages, conditionals with higher hypotheticality should be introduced
one by one. The instruction should focus on the differences between conditionals with low

and higher hypotheticality, and how they include the differences in their fonns.
Second, teachers should focus more on the use of conditionals than on grammatical
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fonns. As noted in the analysis of non-target fornls, most of the non-target fonns produced
by the L2 learners were in fact grammatically COlTect. However, they were used in various
discourses where they were not wanted. The learners did not seem to understand exact
meanings or usages of the different types of conditionals. It seems that traditional grammar
books help learners become accustomed to the fornls of lfconditionals, but the differences
in their meanings and usages often seem to be neglected. Therefore, it is imperative for
teachers to focus more on providing contexts for different types of If-conditionals to help
learners understand their usage in real contexts.
Thjrd, classroom instructions should consider the effects of Ll on the acquisition of if
conditionals. The results suggest that there exist differences between the structures of
frequently fo und non-target fonn s produced by Korean- and Spanish-speaking learners of
English. Spanish-speaking learners frequently used modals in the protasis, possibly
influenced by their native tongue, while Korean-speaking learners did not. It seems that the
Sparush-speaking learner participants did not benefit fro m the similarities of the structures
between the target language and the native language because they were overly confident
about the similarities and overlooked the minor differences. As these differences are minor,
they attract less attenti on, which might be why lower-level Spanish-speaking learners
scored significantly lower than Korean-speaking learners . Therefore, these structural
differences between the two languages should be emphasized in class.
English conditionals, involving use of the subjunctive mood, have been thought of as
one of the most difficult grammatical fea tures to acquire for L2 learners (Celce-Murcia &
Larsen-Freeman, 1999; Kang, 2007) as well as LI speakers (Reilly, 1986). However, not
many studies have been perfonned in relation to L2 acquisition of this important and
difficul t grammatical feature (Berent, 1985; Chou, 2000; Jung et ai. , 2005 ; Kim, 2007;
Park, 20 10). Even with its limitations, the study is deemed a valuable effort as it focLlsed
on a difficult grammatical feature and compared the acqui sition by L2 learners with two
differe nt L1 backgrounds and two different levels of proficiency, helping us understand
how different types of If-conditionals are acquired. The study produced results that can
help develop a pedagogically usefu l syllabus and suggestions for classroom teachers. Of
course, more studies, including those with more types of ifconditionals found in natural
data, are needed in relation to the topic.
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